Active use of electronic learning devices (ELD) in educational process increases its efficiency and makes knowledge more available to children; but at the same time it creates risks for schoolchildren’s health. Intense visual and information loads can result in schoolchildren being over-exhausted.

Our research goal was to give scientific grounds for hygienic optimization of education process (a typical class and a schedule) that would allow preventing apparent exhaustion in schoolchildren studying in a digital environment.

To solve the fixed tasks, we applied hygienic, physiological and statistical research techniques. We analyzed factors occurring in school environment and components in education process structure; we examined parameters of body functional state (BFS) on a sampling made up of more than 600 schoolchildren attending 5–9th grades, namely, parameters that characterized their mental and visual working abilities.

Results were statistically processed with parametric and non-parametric analysis techniques. Relative risks of unfavorable outcomes in body functional state were calculated as per evidence-based medicine principles depending on how education process was organized (a structure of a class and classes schedules).

We developed methodical approaches to hygienically rational organization of a class and schedule provided that school environment was optimal (microclimate, luminance, electromagnetic fields, furniture in rooms, etc.) and electronic learning devices were applied according to age-related regulations.

Research results proved that implementation of suggested approaches would make for favorable dynamics of children’s functional state as well as prevention of education-related diseases.
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In a hyper-information society, one of the most important tasks is to preserve health of the younger generation. Digital environment has a serious impact on behavior, lifestyle and forms additional risk factors for the health of children and adolescents [1, 2]. There is an increase in information load and psycho-emotional overexertion, growth of information dependence in various forms [3–5], an increase in the prevalence of borderline mental and behavioral disorders in children and adolescents [6]. The extended use of the Internet by children is associated with a decrease in verbal intelligence and brain development disorders in the area responsible for speech, attention, emotions, etc. [7]. A significant number of publications’ authors relating to digital media impact on health characterize their use by nowadays children and adolescents as excessive, which is seen as the main factor that can hinder the formation of a «healthy psychophysiological tolerance» [8–12].

At the same time, the main and most noticeable trend in current education is primarily associated with the increasing use of digital tools in educating children and adolescents. Having huge opportunities that increase the education efficiency, studying within digital environment forms a complex of factors that have a potentially negative effect on schoolchildren health. These factors include an increased visual load, intensification of learning work, increased static tension and hypokinesia [13, 14].

In recent years, the impact of the most common ELDs (personal computer, laptop, interactive whiteboard, tablet) on schoolchildren's BFS has been studied [15–18]. The works showed that the unregulated use of ELDs in educational process causes deteriora-
tion of general physical and mental condition, decrease in visual, mental working capacity of students, impossibility to keep optimum visual distance; makes for formation of a «forward» working posture in a student.

As a result of analyzing changes in functional state of students’ bodies in a lesson dynamics, based on different time-periods of ELDs using, the tolerable duration for their use was determined, exceeding which the significant negative dynamics of BFS indicators was detected. In the course of this research, regulations were established for safe use of: computer, interactive board and laptop at lessons, escalatory influence of ELDs on educational activity and student’s BFS is shown provided their rational, in terms of hygiene, application [17, 18]. Positive effect was expressed, first of all, in emotional activation of central nervous system, optimization of visual analyzer function, increasing level of mental working abilities of a student.

Using electronic devices changes the medium of a lesson for students. Research was carried out to identify factors that determine exhaustion from a current lesson in school. It was established that the multi-component concept of a lesson’ tedium includes: difficulty of an educational subject, student’s abilities and inclinations, conditions of education. The difficulty scales of educational subjects were justified to organize educational schedules for 1–9 grade students and its hygienic assessment [19].

Teachers themselves, assessing positively the effect of current digital lessons on schoolchildren development, also noted the increase in informational load, intensification of learning activities [20, 21].

The emergence of new risk factors for the development and health of students who are almost permanently in a «digital school» environment necessitates their comprehensive study. Along with the inter-school environment conditions (including physical parameters of ELDs themselves, their placement, regulations for operation, etc.) and the duration of e-Learning tools using, it is necessary to assess, in terms of hygiene, the organization of a current learning process: architecture of a school lesson, a schedule. Only this approach will give an opportunity to take into account and minimize the eventual health risks for schoolchildren.

**The goal of the present research** was to give the scientific grounds for hygienic optimization of educational process to prevent an apparent exhaustion in schoolchildren studying in the conditions of digital environment.

To achieve this goal, the following tasks were solved:

- to study the relationship between BFS indicators of students and indicators characterizing the organization of a lesson;
- to study the effect of preventive actions at a lesson with ELDs on indicators of mental and visual working abilities;
- to justify hygienic assessment technique for a lesson;
- to study the correlation of students BFS indicators with the «hygienic rationality» of a lesson schedule.

**Data and methods.** We applied a complex of hygienic, physiological, and also statistical methods of research.

In conditions of using ELDs for lessons, we assessed factors of school environment and BFS parameters of 607 students in 5–9 grades. The research was based on the study of mental working abilities (MWA), which is an overall indicator of BFS in children¹. MWA is of crucial importance for learning activities. MWA was assessed based on the results of the corrective test – a time-proportioned technique which allows for obtaining information about the major parameters that characterize mental performance: quantity of works performed and quantity of errors made. The ratio of these parameters determines the work productivity, and it is given a comprehensive assessment («excellent», «good», «satisfactory», «bad», «unsatisfactory»). Based on the sum ratio of «excellent» and «good» marks to the sum of «bad» and ‘unsatisfactory’ ones, an overall indicator of a class working ability is calculated.

Functional state of the central nervous system in dynamics was assessed taking into account the nature of individual changes in working abilities from the beginning to the end of a lesson. To analyze the effect of a teaching process’ organization on schoolchildren’s MWA, we chose the most «unfavorable» variations in changes reflecting the apparent and expressed exhaustion, when there was a decrease (preservation) in the number of characters viewed at the same (the increasing) number of errors, or a decrease in the number of viewed characters at increasing errors.

In a school day dynamics, the MWA indicators of 211 schoolchildren attending 5–9 grades with different lessons organization (varying density of a lesson, varying number of learning activities) and drawing-up an educational schedule (at different compliance with hygienic recommendations) were evaluated.

We assessed MWA indicators in 396 secondary school students (grades 5–9) depending on the presence (or absence) of a set of preventive measures (ophthalmic exercises and physical activity) during class. In addition, visual exhaustion indicators were studied in this group of children. We used methods to determine critical flicker fusion frequency (CFFF), accommodation amplitude and fatigue level of ciliary muscle. CFFF study technique is designed to determine the lability of visual analyzer cortical link, which, if decreasing, is evidenced by a decrease in the frequency of individual light flickers differentiation that allows talking of visual fatigue of a student. Accommodation amplitude characterizes the change in eye optical power during accommodation, and the fatigue level of the ciliary eye muscle is characterized by the fatigue factor – the percentage ratio of the difference between accommodation amplitudes at the beginning and at the end of observation to the initial accommodation amplitude. A negative value of the fatigue factor indicates an increase in accommodation amplitude, while a positive one speaks for its decrease.

In order to identify the nature and duration of various learning activities in a lesson, we used a stop-watch study. The stop-watch study in organization of 32 lessons was carried out. We estimated the lesson density (the lesson amount of time spent on learning activity to the total lesson time, in percentage), the number of changes of learning activity types.

The educational schedule was analyzed using the «Electronic methodical complex for hygienic assessment of school schedule» created by the authors based on the new scales of difficulty for academic subjects, designed with reference to the current application of ELDs in lessons. Fifteen options for daily schedules and five options for weekly school time-schedules were assessed. The hygienic rationality in drawing up a schedule was determined, first of all, by correspondence of the dynamics of educational subjects’ difficulty during a school day (week) to the physiological «curve» of schoolchildren's MWA [22–24].

The results were statistically processed using parametric and non-parametric analysis techniques. Following the principles of evidence-based medicine, we determined the values of relative risk – the probability of «unfavorable» BFS indicators in students depending on the educational environment (lesson construction, educational schedule), which, along with hygienically inefficient organization, become the «risk factors». The number of «unfavorable» BFSs occurred was correlated with the lessons of different density (70 % and below: over 70 %; 80 % and below: over 80 %; 90 % and below: over 90 %), and the varying number of changes in educational activities (5 and below: more than 5; 6 and below: more than 6; 7 and below: more than 7), as well as with studying against the school schedule drawn up with the different rationality (rational – irrational), from the point of hygiene. So, for example, the lesson density of over 90 % means «risk factor available», and the lesson density of 90 % and below – «risk factor absent», the number of schoolchildren with

---

an «unfavorable» type of BFS by the end of the lesson means «outcome present», schoolchildren with no «unfavorable» type of BFS by the end of the lesson means «no outcome», etc.

This way the 4-blocks table of conjunction was filled in (Table 1).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Outcome present (1)</th>
<th>No outcome (0)</th>
<th>In-Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk factor available</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A + B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk factor absent</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C + D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Total</td>
<td>A + C</td>
<td>B + D</td>
<td>A + B + C + D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of relative risk was determined by a formula:

$$RR = \frac{(A / (A + B))}{(C / (C + D))} = \frac{(A \cdot (C + D))}{(C \cdot (A + B))},$$

(1)

where A, B, C, D are the number of observations in the conjunction table fields. After determining the boundaries of the 95% confidence interval (not including the unit) we compared the values of relative risk with the unit: we took values over 1, considering that the factor increases the frequency of outcomes.

We determined relative risk (RR) for occurrence of the indicated MWA changes depending on such indicators of the lesson organization as lesson density, educational activity changes frequency (Table 2).

The significant risk of increasing the apparent and expressed exhaustion events in schoolchildren was recorded at the lessons with educational density of over 90% and with frequency changes in educational activity exceeding 7. In other options of lesson organization, no similar risk was revealed (RR < 1).

The etiologic factor of a lesson organization impact on MWA of schoolchildren, which causes an apparent and expressed exhaustion, was described as «high» degree (57.3%) – for lesson educational density (above 90%) and «average» degree (41.1%) – for the frequency of changes in educational activities (above 7), because the duration and consistency of school factors impact on the growing body defines the need to assessing them in a similar way to professional ones.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BFS indicators of a student</th>
<th>Lesson organization indicators</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>CI*</th>
<th>EF, %</th>
<th>Se</th>
<th>Sp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changes in MWA indicators, reflecting an apparent and expressed exhaustion in students</td>
<td>Lesson density over 90 %</td>
<td>3,34</td>
<td>2,47–4,49</td>
<td>57,3</td>
<td>0,46</td>
<td>0,94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Over 7 changes of educational activity</td>
<td>2,5</td>
<td>1,4–3,2</td>
<td>41,1</td>
<td>0,96</td>
<td>0,37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p < 0.05; RR – Relative risk, CI – Confidence interval, EF – Etiologic factor, Se – Sensitivity of method, Sp – Specificity of method.

Table 3

MWA dynamics of students in lessons with and without preventive measures (ophthalmic exercises and physical activity breaks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>5–9 grades</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lessons with preventive actions</td>
<td>Lessons without preventive actions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lesson start</td>
<td>Lesson end</td>
<td>Lesson start</td>
<td>Lesson end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of research studies</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of characters viewed, $M \pm m$</td>
<td>296.7±2.3</td>
<td>304.7±2.1</td>
<td>301.7±2.5</td>
<td>282.6±3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of standardized errors per 500 ch., $M \pm m$</td>
<td>7.11±0.19</td>
<td>6.97±0.21</td>
<td>6.54±0.17</td>
<td>7.30±0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall performance indicator, conventional units</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of MWA changes with apparent and expressed exhaustion, %</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFFF</td>
<td>Number of research studies</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M \pm m$, Hz</td>
<td>26.8±0.21</td>
<td>26.4±0.22</td>
<td>31.5±0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Number of research studies</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accommodation amplitude, diopter</td>
<td>13.9±0.30</td>
<td>13.5±0.30</td>
<td>14.2±0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ciliary muscle fatigue coefficient, %</td>
<td>+3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>+9.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * – $p < 0.05$; ** – $p < 0.01$; MWA – Mental Working Ability, CFFF – Critical Flicker Fusion Frequency.

Also, our research confirmed the effectiveness of preventive activities (ophthalmic exercises and physical activity) in the lessons with using ELDs (Table 3).

After the lessons with the preventive actions taken, the indicators of students' mental and visual working abilities improved. Thus, the overall performance of a class (the sum ratio of «excellent» and «good» marks of MWA to the sum of «bad» and «unsatisfactory» ones) increased by the end of the lesson, which included ophthalmic exercises and physical activity breaks and, on the contrary, decreased in the «control» class. In addition, there was a significant decrease in flicker discrimination frequency in children at the lesson without preventive actions taken (from $31.55 \pm 0.31$ Hz to $27.6 \pm 0.29$ Hz, $p < 0.05$), a decrease in accommodation amplitude and, accordingly, the fatigue rate of ciliary eye muscle.

The data obtained on the dependence of students’ BFS on a lesson educational density, frequency of changing the types of teaching activities, availability of preventive measures in a lesson (taking into account the earlier researches outcomes [12, 13] to prove regulations for using ELDs in lessons) made it possible to substantiate the hygienic assessment technique for a lesson under conditions of using ELDs.

The technique consists in scoring a lesson by the following parameters:
1. Lesson educational density (90 % max);
2. Number of changes in types of educational activity (max 7);
3. Duration of continuous using ELDs (following the age-related regulations);
4. Duration of ELDs using in total (per lesson) (following the age-related regulations);
5. Set of preventive measures available.
1 point is assigned for each parameter, if hygienic recommendations are met, for non-compliance – 0 points. According to the final (total) score of a lesson, the certain level of hygienic rationality was assigned in the following way: hygienically rational lesson: 5 points; insufficiently rational lesson: 3–4 points (here-with each parameter of a lesson no. 1, no. 3, no 4 must be evaluated as 1 point); and hygienically irrational lesson: 2 or less points.

This technique for lessons hygienic assessment is recommended to be used both by an educational organization (administration, teachers, medical professionals) for educational process «self-audit» in order to reduce its tedious effect on student body, as well as by specialists of Rospotrebnadzor agencies in the course of surveillance activities.

An important component of the educational process organization is the schedule of lessons.

We assessed the interrelation between an impact of the irrational, from the hygienic point of view, schedule, and the outcomes – the number of schoolchildren having changes in MWA reflecting the expressed exhaustion by the end of the school day: significant values of relative risk have been established (Table 4). The etiologic component of the factor – irrationality of the weekly schedule: 53.3 % which was estimated as high correlation between the factor and the outcome. The etiologic component of the factor that reflects the weekly schedule irrationality: 30.7 % was estimated as «average» correlation between the factor and the outcome.

The prevalence of indicators for expressed exhaustion in students increases, when they study against the irrational school schedule (without using an updated «scale of difficulty» for educational subjects created with respect to wide application of ELDs in lessons).

Conclusion. The electronic media widely introduced into current school education causes new health risks for students. The hygienic assessment of «digital» factor of a school environment along with characteristics of an electronic learning device itself, its placement conditions, etc. also entails the analysis of educational process organization: of lesson, of schedules.

The work substantiates optimal, in physiologically-hygienic context, structure of a lesson with using ELDs. We proved the significant risks of increasing the apparent and expressed exhaustion indicators of schoolchildren at the lesson density exceeding 90 % ($RR = 3.34$); at frequency of changes in educational activity of more than 7 ($RR = 2.5$), and the efficiency of preventive actions at a lesson is confirmed. The proposed technique of a lesson hygienic assessment will allow for timely correction of its organization.

**Table 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student’s indicator of BFS (Outcome)</th>
<th>Educational process factor</th>
<th>RR</th>
<th>CI</th>
<th>EF</th>
<th>Se</th>
<th>Sp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changes of MWA indicators reflecting expressed exhaustion of students</td>
<td>1. Non-compliance of the academic subjects «difficulty curve» with the weekly dynamics of mental working ability</td>
<td>2.13*</td>
<td>1.04–3.22</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Non-compliance of the academic subjects «difficulty curve» with the daily dynamics of mental working ability</td>
<td>2.64*</td>
<td>2.13–3.27</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**: $p < 0.05$; $RR$ – Relative risk; $CI$ – Confidence interval; $EF$ – Etiologic factor; $Se$ – Sensitivity of method, $Sp$ – Specificity of method.
into account the academic subjects difficulty using the updated scales) weekly and daily school schedules (respectively $RR = 2.13$ and $RR = 2.64$) were established.

Hygienic optimization of a lesson and a school schedule in the conditions of digital environment, including also the methodical tools proposed for use, will contribute to maintain favorable dynamics of a students' body functional state and reduce risks of developing an over-exhaustion in process of learning.
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